Mycroft and KDE: Connecting voice and graphical user interfaces
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Why?
Mycroft enables voice anywhere
Where it runs?

Cloud

Local
What about my data?
Okay but where is QT?
Mycroft Plasmoid?

- Status Area
- Connect/Disconnect
- Mic Control
- Pin To Desktop

Conversation Area
- Skill Tips/Hints
- Settings
- Skills Browser

Text Chat Area
- Quick Actions
- Enable/Disable Keyboard

Let's Continue?

Mycroft by default is powered by a cloud-based speech to text service. Mycroft gives you the ability to change speech to text services or use a locally configured one within their settings at home.mycroft.ai.

Holdfast Bay | Clouds
- Wind | 3.1 meters/sec
- Minimum Temperature: 9°C
- Current Temperature: 9°C
- Maximum Temperature: 9°C

"Write your own history": Gould’s epic speech that helped inspire Blues

After NSW’s series-winning performance on Sunday night, many players and coaches were talking about Gould’s
How does Mycroft and Qt communicate?
How to create a skill?
Intent
QML or HTML
Dialog
Demo
What about language support?
Plans for the future
Questions?
We are hiring!

https://mycroft.ai/careers
Thank you!
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